Transform
your museum’s
digital space
www.surfaceimpression.digital

EMBRACE DIGITAL MEDIA: create a

beautiful, vibrant digital environment that complements
and extends your museum’s physical space.
Surface Impression has 20 years of experience of opening up
the world of digital for the heritage and cultural sectors. We help
museums to optimise their digital presence, to further engage
with their existing audiences, and to create new relationships
with audiences hungry for heritage, arts and culture.
As a result of the COVID pandemic, audiences are more
familiar with connecting with museums digitally, via online
exhibitions, museum tours, online collections, talks, lectures
and workshops. This presents a great opportunity for
museums to build on this engagement and to transform their
digital presence.
Surface Impression has
extensive expertise in digital
design and development
for the heritage and cultural
sectors. There are many
ways we can support you to
achieve your goals, including:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Websites and microsites
Online exhibitions
Collections online
Tours and trails
Accessibility
Education resources
In-gallery interactives
Digital maps

Our client list spans a wide
range of institutions across
many countries – here are just
a few:
■ Cooper Hewitt, Smithsonian
Design Museum
■ Daventry Museum
■ Imperial War Museum
■ National Gallery of Ireland
■ Royal Albert Memorial
Museum
■ Southampton Museums
■ South West Heritage Trust
■ The D-Day Story,
Portsmouth

Websites

Attractive, accessible,
relevant
Surface Impression
specialises in making
attractive, accessible, relevant
websites for museums and
the heritage sector, along with
other cultural, charitable and
public sector organisations.
Our websites are built with
the future in mind, and can
be updated or given major
makeovers as time passes, at
considerably less cost than a
whole new website.
In the ever-changing digital
world, a new website will:
■ Keep your museum
relevant
■ Appeal to new and existing
audiences
■ Optimise accessibility
■ Look good, and function
perfectly, on phones,
tablets, and computers
■ Support the ecommerce
needs of your shop, events
and exhibitions
Equally
importantly, a
new website
will be built
for ease of
management
by museum
staff, and
we provide
the training
needed so that
they will be
confident with
editing existing
content or
adding new
material.

Tours and trails
Extend the boundaries
of your museum

A whole world of possibilities
is opened up by adding
mobile phone tours and
trails to your museum’s
digital provision. Extend
the boundaries of your
museum to your whole city,
or somewhere else entirely –
or help people navigate your
interior spaces and explore
the exhibits more deeply.
Using both the mobile web
and “native” apps, trails
and tours are optimised to
download quickly and use
minimal data, or work offline
where live data usage might
be an issue.
Your audiences can:
■ Follow trails and navigate
to points of interest
■ See 3D objects in their
original settings
■ View objects, photographs
and artworks in context
■ Explore places of historical
significance outside your
museum
■ Overlay buildings and
architectural features with
historic photos
Top right: Interactive map
created as part of the
Compromised Identities
online exhibition, created for
University College London
Right: Accessible tour app for the
Beaney Museum in Canterbury
Left: Website for the Museum
of Somerset – part of the South
West Heritage suite of sites

Digital maps

A persuasive tool for audience engagement
Whether a map lends context
to your collection, or acts
as a focal point to an online
exhibition, maps are a
persuasive tool for audience
engagement. Surface
Impression produces digital
maps which are either the
central element of a website
or incorporated into larger
interactive projects.

Maps can help your museum
to:
■ Add depth to the online
experience of an exhibition
■ Connect your collection to
a sense of place
■ Illuminate historical events
■ Add context to objects
■ Encourage audience
engagement through usergenerated content

In-gallery
interactives

Digital engagement
in the heart of your
museum
Digital interactives have a
wide appeal to audiences,
and help to increase
engagement and dwell time
within exhibits.
Enhance the visit with:
■ Games and quizzes
■ Access to further layers of
interpretation, content and
representation of objects
■ 3D digital objects –
allowing rotation and
zooming into items
■ “Beyond the screen”
activities using audio,
projection and other
creative ideas for “heads
up” interaction
These digital interactives
are housed in a range of
formats, including bespoke
kiosks in modern materials
for contemporary spaces, or
beautifully crafted in wood for
traditional museum settings.
Top right: Online archive for the
National Gallery of Ireland
Below: Interactive tilting touch
table for Birmingham Hippodrome

Online collections

Open up access to artefacts, documents and photos
Before COVID, it was
becoming increasingly
apparent that online
collections were a valuable
resource for users ranging
from academic and specialist
researchers to history
enthusiasts; from school
and university students to
people with a family or local
connection. The pandemic
served only to emphasise the
value of increasing access to
collections via digital channels.
Surface Impression works with
many museums to present
their collections online. We
help them to create:

■ Public-facing collections
databases integrated
with existing collections
management systems
■ Bespoke collections
displays for events,
exhibitions or specialist
collections
■ Fully integrated websites
where collections records
can be embedded into any
type of content
■ Advanced search
interfaces as well as userfocused design
■ Browsable subject, place
or person-based indexes

Contact us:
■ If you want to discuss a potential project
■ If you would like to explore your digital direction / strategies
■ If you are looking for help raising funding or securing grants
Call Sally Moorhouse on 01273 044131 or
email sallymoorhouse@surfaceimpression.com

www.surfaceimpression.digital

